will not in general be invariant under any collineation.
The object of this paper is to determine the plane fields of force that give rise to a triply infinite system of trajectories invariant under a continuous group of projective transformations.
In sections I-VI we determine the forms of the functions eb(x, y) and ijr(x, y) such that the corresponding system of trajectories is invariant under some one of the projective groups completely tabulated by Lie.*
In section VII the results of the preceding sections are collected. In section VIII the fields of force corresponding to groups of three or more parameters are considered in detail ; the systems of trajectories are here given in finite form, and the cases indicated in which the trajectories are conies. It is of interest to note how the familiar forces of nature appear among those whose trajectories allow the largest groups.
I. One-parameter groups. §1. xp + ayq, a 4= 0,1 [86] .f Every one-parameter continuous group of point transformations contains one and only one infinitesimal transformation f(SB»y)¿te+,»(flS'í')ow"' or Ç(xiy)p + v(x,y)qOn the other hand each such infinitesimal transformation belongs to a single one-parameter group and consequently can be said to generate that group.J
The increments given to x and y by such an infinitesimal transformation are 8x=^St, Sy = T)8t.
The increments given to y', y", • • •, y(B) are determined by the relation § 8(dy*-»-y(*>dx) = Q.
The infinitesimal transformation xp + ayq, a ^ 0,1, gives to x, y, y , y", y" the increments 8x=x8t, 8y=aySt, Sy'=(a-l)y'St, 8y"=(a-2)y"8t, 8y'"=(a-S)y'"St
We write the equation of our trajectories in the form D = y"'-Fy"2-Gy" = 0.
If D = 0 is invariant under the group, then -Sx + ^Sy + ^rSy+^Sy+^Sy =0, *LIE-SCHEFFERS, Coutinuierliehe Gruppen, pp. 288-291. f The number in brackets indicates the place of the corresponding group in Lie's list. % By the group fp + vq we shall mean the group generated by this infinitesimal transformation. § Lie-Schbffers : Geometrie der Berührungstransformalionen, p. 137. Expanding this, we find \xFx+ayHy+(a-l)y'Fv,+(a-ï)F]y"2+[xGx+ayGy+(a-l)y'Gf+G] = 0, which must be satisfied identically. Hence
(1) xFx + ayFy + (a -l)Fy, + (a -1)F=0,
xGx + ayGy + (a-l)Gy, + G = 0.
The general solution of this set is
where a, ß denote arbitrary functions of their arguments. But since F is of the form -Stb/(yjr -eby), we have
Placing Xa I y = u, xl~"y' = v, we find -3<f>
By hypothesis 9 and i|r are functions of x and y alone. They do not contain y and hence must be independent of v. The left-hand member of (4) can be put in the form -Z\(xx~a^f\ep) -v.
Since this isa function of u and v, x1~"-^r/ep must be a function of u alone. The most general forms of 9 and ifr are then Since Fx, F2, F'x, F'2 are functions of Xa¡y alone, the third term of the lefthand member is a function of x"(y, xx~ay. The other terms of the left-hand member must then be a function of the same arguments, say xF F fxa \ (9) -^ + xy'^ = ßx [-,x>-y') .
The function F, however, does not contain y. Hence both xFJ F and xaFy/F must be functions of xa/y. We choose the form of these functions in the way most convenient to avoid integral signs as follows :~.
",x ®F x°",fx*\ x°Fu n fx°\
Hence, from (11) and (12),
We thus find This one-parameter group gives to x, y, y', y", y'" the infinitesimal increments 8x = 8t, 8y = y8t, Sy'=y'8t, 8y" = y"8t, Sy'"=y'"St.
By the same course of reasoning as in the preceding case, we must have F and G such functions that they satisfy the two equations
(1) Fx+yFy + y'F,+ F=0,
Gx + yGy + y'Gy,= 0.
Solving (1) and (2) y V y y) By a course of reasoning similar to that employed in the preceding case, we find (5), (6) 9 = F(x,y).Fx(e-*y), f = F(x, y)-F2(e~*y).
From (4), (5), (6) The third term of the left-hand member is a function of e~*y, y'/y, hence Fx/Fand y(Fy/F) must be a function of e~xy. We choose these unknown functions in the following convenient form : (7), (8) -F=-°-*yßß^yy l#-Ä(*-r).
Integrating (7), we have (9) logiP'=log)81(e-'y)+y(y).
Then, from (8) and (9), (10) e-*y ¡fjÖJj + yf(y) = ß2(e~*y),
Hence
Changing the notation, we write our result in the form eb = y°Fs(e-*y), +-y«lF¿er~y). §3. /> + x? [37] .
The conditions to be satisfied by // and G are here
(1),(2) Fx + xffy + Fyi = 0, Gx + xGv+Gy, = Q.
The solutions are (3), (4) ff=a(xi-2v,x-y'), G -ß(x2 -2y, x -y).
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The same method of reasoning used in the two preceding cases gives (5) 9 = F(x,y)-Fx(x2-2y),
From (2), (5), (6) and the relation between G and <f> and ifr, we find
The third term of the left-hand member is a function of the two arguments ar-2y and x -y. Then FJF+ y • Fy/Fis some function of the same two arguments.
We have then
From (9), we have then (10) log i^= log ßx(7?-2y) +f(x).
From (8) and (10), we find that
Hence f(x) = c,f(x) = ex + log cx. Therefore F(x,y)~cle"ßl(x*-2y).
The final solution may be written in the form 9 = c"Fs(x*-2y), yjr m.-xe"Fs(x* -2y) + e^F^x3 -2y). §4. xp + yq [38] .
The result may be written These functions can be obtained from the expressions for tf> and >fr determined for the case of the group [35] by making a = 1 and changing the notation. §5. g [80] .
The conditions that D = 0 shall be invariant under this, the last of the oneparameter groups, are lTr-0, G, = 0; so that ff=a(x,y'), G = ß(x,y). The resulting field is
II. TWO-PARAMETER GROUPS. §6. p+xq,q [24] .
In order to determine the forms of 9 and ifr such that D = 0 shall be invariant under the group generated by two infinitesimal transformations we will first determine the form of 9 and ifr and hence F and G such that D = 0 is invariant under one of the infinitesimal transformations ; then impose the additional conditions on F and G necessary for invariance under the second. We have already seen ( § 3) that when D = 0 is invariant under group [37],* tb = e^F^x2 -2y) and ^ = xeTF^x2 -2y) + e^F^x2 = 2y) and hence W H==Fi+(x-y')Ff m n -F*+ cxi?T»+ xF**+F**+ cF*+ (^sy+Fty-cFs-FJy'-Fiyy2
To be invariant under both groups, tp and yjr must be such functions that (1) and (2) are consistent with (3) and (4).
From (1) and (3) (6) Fi=f(x)-F3.
But Ft and F3 are functions of x2 -2y ; hence f(x) must be a constant, that is,
*.-«.*.
•
From (1) and (2) we have
Since 2^ is independent of y we have, from (8) and (4),
From (11) we find
and, from (12) and (13).
Therefore /3(y) = -2c2y + logcs' log F3 = -2c2y + log/(») + log c3.
Bnt log F3 is a function of x2 -2y alone. Therefore we must havê
The forms of F3, Ft are thus found to be
The corresponding field of force is tp = c3ee**-2**c*, ■f = (c3x + ci)ee'ix,-2+" (<u = e,es). §7. 2> + y?,? [25] .
Using the result under group [36] , and imposing the extra conditions Since the right-hand member of (8) consists of the sum of a function of x and one of y, and Ft is itself a function of e~zy, we must have (1°) /(*) = c,a! and /,(y) == -c,logy.
Then from (9) and (10) we have c% = c + 1. Therefore
The field is ttS = c,era, ^ = e(c+1>*. §8. q + xp,xq [26] .
We have shown ( § 2) that when D = 0 is invariant under the group p + yq, we have 9 = yci^s(e_xy), Vr = y<4"1-^4(e~Iy)* The group q + xp can be obtained from the p + yq by the interchange of x and y. Therefore our functions must be of the form tb = x°+lFi(e-*x), yfr^afF^e-'x). This gives -SxFt
The additional conditions expressing invariance under xq are found to be (3), (4) xFy + Fy,^0, xGy+Gy, = 0.
From (1) and (3) we have (5) F3Fiy-F4F3y + Fl = 0.
Let e~*x = v. Then Fiy = -v dFt / dv and likewise for F^. Then (7) becomes (6) F3F'i-FiF'3-^ = 0.
Integrating (6), we have
Then, from (2) and (7), we have
From (4) and (8) Since i^ is a function of e~*x, we must have y ( a: ) = ct log a: + constant, and
Substituting this expression in (11), we find c2 = 0, so that J» == c,, F3 = -cs log c^-»» = + Cjy -c, log c,».
The field is <p = c,»'"1"1, -^r = csya;c -csaf log cxx. §9. ay + ayq, xq [27] . Equations (1) and (3) The final result is the field ep = c3ecx+e", i/r = c4eCI+tsl'. §12. q,xq [SQ] .
From §5, we have 9 = é*F3(x) and -f = e^F^x). Also 0M2) s=F^Wf G-*+%ß$;-That this may be invariant under the group xq, we must have, ( § 8),
, (4) xFy + H, = 0, xGy + <?,, = 0.
From (1) and (3) we have F3 = 0, and from (2), (4) and (5) (10) /.<»>«-*. /(y) = c2-J.
Then from (8) and (10) we have log F3 =c2y-c log y +/,(*), ^ = -e'**™.
But i^ is a function of a;/y and hence f2(x) must be such a function that the right-hand member is also a function of x/y. Therefore
The force is found to be 9 = 35", -fy = cxx*. §15. q,yq [oo] .
From §5 we have 9= ef*F3(x), yjr = e«>Ft(x), and thus
(1), (2) ff= F^JFf G = cy + F-F-rInvariance under the operator yq requires the two conditions (3), (4) yFy + y'Fy, + F=0, yGy + y'Gy, = 0.
From (1) and (3), we have F3Ft = 0 ; therefore F3 = 0 or Ft = 0, since we have excluded the case in which both eb and y¡r vanish. If F. = 0, from (2) and (4) The field is found to be 9 = c3(x% -2y)% + = (x2 -2yy(c3x + cA Vx2 -2y). We proceed from two-parameter to three-parameter groups in the same way that we proceeded from one-parameter to two-parameter groups.
We choose the 9 and yfr corresponding to a two-parameter subgroup, determine the form of //and G, and then impose the condition for invariance under a third infinitesimal transformation.
It was found, § 12, that when D = 0 is invariant under group [30] we have 9 = 0 and ->fr = F4(x), and hence
(1),(2) F=0, G = Ç*.
To the two-parameter group we adjoin the generator p making the group [13] . The extra conditions are (3), (4) Fx = 0, Gx = 0.
Then from (2) and (4) (1) H= 3 c3(x-y') + ciVx2-2y
(2) g_c^x-y^+c^x2-^_ 2c(a;-y')
[c3(x-y') + ctVx2-2y]Vx2-2y xi-2y
To render D = 0 invariant under the group q we must have in addition ( § 5), (3), (4) F = 0, Gy = 0.
Then from (1) and (3) we have c3c4 = 0. If c3 = 0, (2) and (4) give c = -£.
If c4 = 0, (2) and (4) give c = 0. The field is therefore of one of the two forms 9 = 0» Vr = c<; 9 = cs» "f = cja;- §19. p+ yq, q,xq [15] .
We have found ( § 7) that when D = 0 is invariant under group [25] 9=c1eÄe,^ = ^+1)x. Then nwoï H ~3C' (c + l)e*-CC|y'
(1), (2) H-eX_cyl, GeX_cy, .
For invariance under the group xq, we have ( §8) the conditions (3), (4) xFy + Fy, = 0, x,Gy+Gy, = 0.
Then from (1) and (3) we have c, = 0 ; (2) and (4) From (2) and (4) we have c -c2 + c2y = 0, whence c = c2 = 0. From (1) and (3) From (1) and (3) we find c4 = 0. Then from (2), (4) and (5) we have c = -1.
The field is cb = csx, f = c3y.
hartwell: plane fields of force [Apri §22. p,q,(a-l)xp + ayq [lS] .
From group [29] we have eb = c3e":+'^, -f = c4e"+c<» ( § 11), and thus W'i2) H=c7^hj-G = c + c2y'.
The further conditions are (3) ( a -1 )xHx + ayHy + y'Fy, + ff=0, (4) (a-l)xGx + ayGy + y'Gyi + (a-l)G=0.
Then from (2) and (4) we have
Therefore c = 0, c2 = 0 when a 4= 0 ; c = 0 when a = 0 ; c2 = 0 when a = 1.
From (1) and (3) From (1) and (3) we find c3 = 0. Therefore 9 = 0, -f = c4ar+°-1. §24. yq,xp,q [20] . The extra conditions give c = 0 ; hence 9 = 1, ifr = cx. §26. ?, xq, yq [22] .
From group [30] we have, § 12, 9 = 0, y¡r = Ft(x), and thus F ff=0, <?--«.
The third operator, yy, imposes no extra restrictions. Therefore 9 = 0, + = Fi(x). §27. p + xq,xp + 2yq, (x2 -y)p + xyq [23] .
From the group [34], we have 9 = c3(x2 -2y)% f = (csa; + c4 Vx2 -2y)(x2 -2y)% and hence
The additional equations are (3) (x2 -y)IIx + xyFy + (y -xy + y'2)IIy, + 2y'II-xF-3 = 0, (4) (a;2 -y)Gx + xyGy + (y -xy' + y'2)G',, + 2xG -y'G + 3 = 0.
From (1) and (3) we have c3=c4 = 0. There is then no field of force whose trajectories are invariant under the group [23] . [April IV. FODR-PARAMETER GROUPS. §28. p, q, xq, axp + yq, a =\= \ [7] .
The system of trajectories is invariant under group [13] when we have ( § 17) 9 = 0, -^ = e", and thus
(1), (2) F=0, G = c.
The further conditions, due to the infinitesimal transformation axp + yq, are (3) axHx + yFy + (l-a)y'Fy, + (1 -a)F= 0, (4) axGx + yGy + (l-a)y'Gy,+ aG = 0.
From (2) and (4), we find ac = 0. The results are 9-0,^ -1,0 + 0; 9 = 0, ^ -«■», a = 0. §29. q, xq,xp + 2yq,p [8] .
When a = 2 group [19] becomes the three-parameter group q, xq, xp + 2yq.
In this case we have 9 = 0, tfr = cix2c+l, and X Invariance under the operator p is easily found to require 2c + 1 = 0.
Therefore the field is 9=0, V = <V § 30. p, q, xq, xp [9] .
From group [13] we have ( § 17) 9 = 0, yjr = e", and F=0, G = c.
Invariance under xp requires the conditions xFx-y'Fy,-F=0, xGx-y'Gy,+ G = 0. We find c = 0 and thus 9 = 0, f-t. §31. xp,yq,xq,yp [10] .
In order to determine cb and -ty so that D = 0 is invariant under group [10] we take the values of tb and -\fr corresponding to the group [31], impose first the condition for invariance under the group xq, and then the condition for invariance under the group yp.
From group [31] we have ( § 13) tb = c3x'yr*, -^ = c4a;';_1 tf'+l, and hence
(1), (2) H=^^" G=C-+ C^ + ^xy^yK v cty-c3xy x y T ctxy -c3x2y
The operator xq imposes the conditions ( § 8) (3), (4) xFy + Fy, = 0, xGy+Gy, = 0.
From (1) and (3) we have c3(cs -c4) = 0, so that cs = 0 or c3 = c,. If cs = 0, (2) and (4) give c2 = -1. If c3 = c4, then (2) and (4) give c2 = 0. Therefore (5) 9 = 0, ^ = c^~\ (6) eb = c3xc, yjr = csx°-,y.
We must now add the conditions due to yp ( § 21), namely, (7), (8) yFx -y2Fyi -2y'F+o = 0, y Gx + y'2Gy, + y G = 0.
When 9 and yfr are defined by (5) we have (9), (10) F=0, G = C-^± and when 9 and yfr are defined by (6) we have
Equations (7) and (9) are not consistent, hence (5) does not give a solution. Equations (7) and (11) are consistent, and (8) and (12) give c-1. Therefore 9 = c3a!, f = c3y. §32. xp, yq, q,p [11] .
From group [20] ( § 24) either 9 = c3a;c, yjr = 0 or 9 = 0, -^ = cjc0-1 and hence
The operator p requires Fx = Q, Gx = 0; from which we find 9 = c3, ^ = 0; 9 = 0» 1r* = c4. §33. q,yq}xp,xq [12] . «Except, of course, the trivial field? = 0, V = 0, whose trajectories are straight lines.
VII. Of especial interest are those forces in which the trajectories are a triply infinite system of conies. This is obviously the case for the trajectories invariant under groups [6] and [10] .
For the first, the system consists of parabolas with vertical axes ; and for the second, of the conies with a common center.
When c = -3 or -| the trajectories invariant under [12] are conies given by the equations (1) xy = ßxt+ yx + a,
(axy + ßxx+yf)2 = x.
Equation (1) is that of the system of hyperbolas whose centers are on the y-axis and which have the y-axis as a common asymptote, a system which may easily be projected into the system of vertical parabolas.
The projection x = (xx + iyx)l(xx -iyx), y = l/(xx -iyt), which transforms the line at infinity and the y-axis into the two minimal lines through the origin, transforms (2), since that is the equation of all parabolas tangent to the y-axis, into the equation of the conies with the origin as a common focus. The force is then newtonian attraction.
